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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This Planning Statement has been prepared in support of an application for planning permission at 

land to the south east of The Queen’s Head public house, North Street, Broad Chalke (the application 

site). The application is submitted on behalf of QHBC Ltd (the applicant). 

1.2 This application is made following damage to the hospitality industry due to Covid-19.  The industry 

now needs to ensure that trade can resume, and provide adequate open space for patrons to enjoy 

without concern.  The pub currently has limited and enclosed beer garden facilities to the rear of the 

pub.  An area of land to the south east of the pub has been put forward by a local landowner as a 

potential site for a beer garden to be located.   

1.3 This Statement provides a brief description of the site together with details of the proposed 

development. The Statement then goes on to assess the merits of the proposed development having 

regard to the local and national planning policies and also to other material considerations. 

1.4 A letter has been prepared by the Directors of QHBC Ltd (Mr and Mrs Butler) to explain the history of 

the pub as a business, and the financial viability justification for the proposed beer garden.  This is 

contained at Appendix 1 to this Statement. 

1.5 This Statement demonstrates that having regard to planning policy, this proposal is an opportunity to 

make efficient use of the site, that will meet policy requirements, and contribute to the provision of 

employment space in the village and wider area. 
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2. THE SITE 

2.1 The application site is situated centrally within the village of Broad Chalke, nine miles to the west of 

Salisbury, in the Chalke Valley.  Broad Chalke is a thriving village, located within a picturesque 

Wiltshire valley, benefitting from a range of facilities including a church, primary school, doctor’s 

surgery, village hall, shop, café, sports centre and cricket club. 

2.2 Arguably at the centre of the village is The Queen’s Head Inn, which fronts onto the High Road with a 

linear car park directly to the rear, which is accessed from Tank Lane (off North Street).   

2.3 The application site is located diagonally opposite the Inn, forming part of a wider area of agricultural 

land bordered by High Road to the north, and The Causeway to the west.  The site area extends to 

0.14ha.  

Image 1: Extract from Location Plan with The Queen’s Head Inn visible to the North-West 

2.4 To the north of the application site is a Chapel which has been converted into a convenience store 

(known locally as ‘The Hub’), the Queen’s Head Inn, and several dwellings.  To the west of the site is 

The Causeway road and a small number of bungalows which are largely ‘side-on’ to the road. To the 

south of the site is the extension of the field, with the River Ebble and trees further south. 

2.5 The application site forms part of a wider parcel of land; some of which has been contributed to the 

community by a local landowner. As such, the north west section of the land (falling outside of the 

application site boundary, between the existing path and the fence) is used by local residents on a 

regular basis for informal recreation.    
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Image 2: View from south of the application site with markers indicating extent of site boundary, and the Queen’s 

Head Inn visible in the background 

2.6 The site, and wider parcel of land is bounded by a post and rail fence.  A new native hedgerow has 

been planted on the highway side of the fence, which in time will provide attractive screening. 

Image 3: Native hedgerow has been planted around the perimeter  
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2.7 The ground is gently undulating, and rises in level towards the eastern end of the site.   

2.8 In terms of planning policy, the site is located within the Conservation Area, however there are no 

Listed Buildings near the application site.  The site is located within the Cranborne Chase Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty. 
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3. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 The application seeks planning permission for the following:-  

“Change of Use of Agricultural Land to Beer Garden associated with The 
Queen’s Head public house, boundary treatment and associated works”. 

3.1 It is proposed to change the use of the land from agricultural land to a beer garden comprising 16 

tables (each with a parasol).  The intention is to ensure the land remains open and free from 

paraphernalia.   

3.2 The site would be accessed via a gate to be positioned on the north eastern corner of the site, off the 

existing pavement which bisects the site from the village green.  The access route for patrons would 

involve walking out of the Inn, turning left and walking 40m along the pavement/inside of the 

highway to the existing pedestrian crossing outside of the ‘Hub’/Chalke Valley Stores.  The proposed 

gate would be immediately on the patron’s left hand side after crossing the road. 

Image 4: Proposed Access Plan 

3.3 The application site would be regularly mowed, but no specific planting is proposed in order to retain 

a natural state.   

3.4 In terms of boundary treatment, the existing fence and planting is in situ.  A matching post and rail 

fence would be erected around the perimeter of the beer garden, and a timber gate erected at the 

site entrance.  No landscaping or planting is proposed as part of the change of use. 
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         Image 5: Existing Pedestrian Crossing 

Hours of Opening and Times of Year 

3.5 It is proposed to open the beer garden from April to September (inclusive) each year. During the 

months when the beer garden would be closed, all of the parasols would be stored off site. 

3.6 The beer garden would be open from 11am to sunset during the spring/summer months only.  

Serving of Food and Drink 

3.7 There would be no serving of food or drink from the proposed beer garden.  Patrons would be given 

toughened glass drinkware for safety purposes.  Food would continue to be served from the pub, and 

collected by patrons who would be informed via a buzzer system. 

Proposed Furniture 

3.8 It is proposed to locate the tables at intervals within the site, and rustic furniture made from tree 

trunks are proposed which would be natural and in keeping with the environment. 

Image 6: Example natural table and chairs proposed for beer garden 
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Computer Generated Images of the Proposed Change of Use 

3.9 CGI’s have been prepared to illustrate how the beer garden would appear in situ.  CGI’s for both 2021 

and 2023 have been prepared to indicate the screening effect of the native hedgerow which has been 

planted. 

Image 7: CGI of proposed access (2021)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 8: CGI of proposed access gate (2023) 
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   Image 9: View looking south towards the site (2021) 

Image 9: View looking south towards the site (2023) 

3.10 The proposed change of use would not involve any of the following: 

• Music – amplified or loud 

• Alcohol or food served from the site 

• Electricity 

• Toilet facilities 

• Planting 
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Precedent 

3.11 There are no doubt countless public houses around the country which have physically separate beer 

gardens.  Two local examples of such pubs include The Swan at Stoford, and The Bridge Inn in Lower 

Woodford. 

Image 10: The Swan at Stoford with beer garden across the main road 

 

Image 11: The Bridge Inn in Lower Woodford with beer garden across the road 
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4. PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 

4.1 This section refers to relevant national planning policy and guidance as well as Development Plan 

policies that provide the planning policy framework within this planning application should normally 

be considered.  

4.2 It deals with the following layers of policy and guidance:  

• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF2); and 

• The Development Plan. 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)  

4.3 The NPPF outlines national guidance and the Government’s policies on the many different aspects of 

planning. A second version of the NPPF was published in July 2018. Local Authorities are required to 

take its content into account when preparing their Development Plans and it is a material 

consideration when making decisions on planning applications or appeals.  

4.4 The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be 

applied. It reiterates the role of the Development Plan noting at paragraph 2 that:-  

“Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be 
determined in accordance with the Development, unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise”.  

Achieving Sustainable Development  

4.5 Central to the NPPF is the principle of sustainable development. Paragraph 7 explains that the 

purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. At a 

very high level, the objective of sustainable development can be summarised as meeting the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

4.6 Paragraph 8 identifies three overarching objectives of sustainable development. These include 

economic, social and environmental objectives.  

4.7 Paragraph 9 stresses that:-  

These objectives should be delivered through the preparation and 
implementation of plans and the application of the policies in this 
Framework; they are not criteria against which every decision can or should 
be judged. Planning policies and decisions should play an active role in 
guiding development towards sustainable solutions, but in doing so should 
take local circumstances into account, to reflect the character, needs and 
opportunities of each area”.  
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The presumption in favour of sustainable development  

4.8 Paragraph 11 sets out a presumption in favour of sustainable development that should be applied in 

Plans and decisions. For decision-taking this means:-  

“(c) Approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date 
development plan without delay.” 

4.9 Paragraph 12 confirms that the NPPF does not change the statutory status of the Development Plan 

as the starting point for decision making.  

Building a strong, competitive economy 

4.10 Paragraph 80 states that planning decisions should help create the conditions in which 

businesses can invest, expand and adapt.  It states that: 

“Significant weight should be placed on the need to support 
economic growth and productivity, taking into account both local 
business needs and wider opportunities for development.” 

Supporting a prosperous rural economy 

4.11 Paragraph 83 requires planning decisions to enable the sustainable growth and expansion of all types 

of business in rural areas, and enabling sustainable rural tourism and leisure development which 

respects the character of the countryside. 

4.12 Paragraph 83 goes onto support the retention and development of accessible local service and 

community facilities including public houses.   

Promoting healthy and safe communities 

4.13 Paragraph 91 requires planning decisions to promote social interaction, including opportunities for 

meetings between people who might not otherwise come into contact with each other, including 

active street frontages and high quality public space to encourage the active and continual use of 

public areas. 

4.14 Paragraph 92 supports community’s social, recreational and cultural facilities and services.   Criterion 

(d) seeks to ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and modernise, 

and are retained for the benefit of the community. 
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The Development Plan  

4.15 Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, requires that applications for 

planning permission must be determined in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise. The Statutory Development Plan covering the application site 

comprises:-  

The Wiltshire Core Strategy (2015) 

4.16 Core Policy 34 – Additional Employment Land.  This policy supports developments within Large and 

Small villages which are for new and existing total based businesses. 

4.17 Core Policy 49 – Protection of rural services and community facilities.  The policy seeks mainly to 

protect the loss of existing services and facilities.  However, the supporting text to the policy explains 

the importance of pubs in Wiltshire villages, and supports their diversification.  At paragraph 6.70 and 

6.71, it states: 

“Local facilities and services are a vital part of the smaller settlements of Wiltshire but despite this 

there has been a continued decline in many of these services….The threat to local services is 

exemplified in the national trend for closure of public houses which is reflected in Wiltshire.  Public 

houses are important to the fabric of village life….There is a need to protect and encourage the 

development of rural services and facilities within Wiltshire to ensure that settlements, particularly 

those named in this Strategy [including Broad Chalke].” [our addition] 

4.18 Core Policy 51 – Landscape. The Policy requires development to protect, conserve and where possible 

enhance landscape character and to not have a harmful impact upon landscape character with any 

negative impacts mitigated as far as possible through sensitive design and landscape measures.  

4.19 Core Policy 57 – Ensuring high quality design and place shaping. The Policy sets out the Council’s 

standards for ensuring high quality design and place shaping. The Policy seeks a high standard of 

design including the change of use of existing buildings. The Policy expects development to create a 

strong sense of place through drawing on local context and being complementary to the locality. The 

Policy sets out 14 criteria for each application to address and there is a theme of enhancing local 

distinctiveness running through them. Criteria which apply to the proposed development in particular 

are:  

“vi. Making efficient use of land whilst taking account of the characteristics of 
the site and the local context to deliver an appropriate development which 
relates effectively to the immediate setting and to the wider character of the 
area.  
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vii. Having regard to the compatibility of adjoining buildings and uses, the 
impact on amenities of existing occupants, and ensuring that appropriate 
levels of amenity are achievable within the development itself, including the 
consideration of privacy, overshadowing, vibration, and pollution (e.g. light 
intrusion, noise, smoke, fumes, effluent, waste or litter).  

xii. The use of high standards of building materials, finishes and landscaping 
….”  

4.20 Core Policy 58 – Ensuring the conservation of the historic environment.  This policy states that 

development should protect, conserve and where possible enhance the historic environment. 

4.21 Core Policy 61 – Transport and new development. The Policy requires new development to be 

located and designed to reduce the need to travel by private car and to encourage the use of 

sustainable transport alternatives.  

Emerging Broad Chalke Neighbourhood Development Plan (2019-2026) 

4.22 The draft Broad Chalke Neighbourhood Plan has recently undergone Regulation 16 Consultation. 

4.23 Figure 4 (Broad Chalke Development Strategy) provides a plan indicating Important Green Spaces, but 

the application site falls within an area that falls outside of this draft designation.  The ‘Village Green’ 

area which is located between the High Road and the path adjacent to the application site falls within 

the designation.  As such, there is no proposed local protection of the application site.   

Image 12: Extract of Figure 4 from Broad Chalke Development Strategy 

4.24 Whilst the site does not fall within an identified Important Green Space, emerging policy 2A states 

that development that increases accessibility to green space in line with the Accessible Natural Green 

Space Standards will be supported. 
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4.25 Page 33 of the draft Neighbourhood Plan relates to the heritage of the village, and refers to the key 

characteristics of the Conservation Area which need to be protected or conserved.  In terms of open 

space, it refers to the ‘Green Valley landscape setting’.  

4.26 Page 88 of the draft plan relates to the village centre, of which the Queen’s Head is a focal point along 

with the medical centre, community Hub and URC Chapel.  This section explains how an area of green 

space was designed to create a village green.  This has created a ‘centre of gravity’ for the village 

which historically was the traditional commercial centre for the village.   

Image 13: Extract from Image 28 of Broad Chalke Neighbourhood Plan illustrating design of village green 

4.27 The works to create the village green have now been completed, and the fence erected and boundary 

hedge planted. 
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5. PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 This section provides an analysis of the proposal against the development plan and those matters 

which are material to the determination of the planning application, at both a national and local level.  

The Principle of Change of Use 

5.2 Proposals for local service and facilities in the rural villages are promoted and supported.  The rural 

economy would be supported by encouraging tourism and diversification.  The proposal relates to an 

existing public house and therefore the principle of development in relation to an established 

community facility is supported by national and local planning policy. 

5.3 Section 6 of the NPPF focuses on building a strong and competitive economy, para 83 states that 

planning decisions should enable the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of businesses in 

rural areas (a) and the retention and development of accessible local services and community 

facilities such as public houses (d).  

5.4 Therefore, the effective expansion of this employment and community facility is supported in 

principle by the supporting text to Core Policy 49 as well as national planning policy subject to the 

assessment of the proposal in terms of impact upon the character and appearance of the 

conservation area, impact on the amenity of any neighbouring properties, impact upon highways 

safety which are considered below.  

Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Area 

5.5 Core Policy 51 advises that development proposals should protect, conserve, and where possible, 

enhance landscape character, must not have a harmful impact; and development proposals must be 

sympathetic. 

5.6 The site falls within the village centre and would not encroach into open countryside.  It would be 

seen against the backdrop of houses and community facilities.  The recently established village green 

will be a focal point for the community, and as such the character of this part of the village has 

changed to become more of a meeting place. 

5.7 On approaching the village from Salisbury, the site is largely screened by the existing topography.  It is 

possible that the top of the parasols could be visible, however these would be neutral/buff in colour 

in order to integrate into the landscape. 

5.8 The proposed furniture would be constructed of natural timber, and the post and rail fence would 

match the existing which follows the perimeter of the wider area. 
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5.9 As seen in the CGI’s in section 3, the hedge which has already been planted, will, in two years’ time, 

screen the furniture from view.  The applicant proposes to augment the fence with a more robust 

form of planting, and put the plants in spiral protectors and manage them to maturity. 

5.10 As there is no paraphernalia proposed (e.g. play equipment, lighting etc), the impact of the proposed 

use will be minimal.  Views from the High Road across the site to the green valley beyond would 

remain largely unchanged, and in terms of impact on the Conservation Area, the proposal would not 

look incongruous and would retain the open nature of this part.  It is submitted that if minimal harm 

was caused due to the proposed boundary fence, that this would be less than substantial and be 

outweighed by the public benefit of enhancing an existing community facility. 

5.11 It is therefore submitted that the proposed beer garden would read as part of a wider village green, 

and help in creating a focal point for the community.  The proposal would preserve the character and 

appearance of the Conservation Area. 

Highway Safety 

5.12 Pedestrian access to the proposed beer garden would be via an established pedestrian crossing from 

the Hub on the northern side of High Road, to the pavement to the south of High Road.  A gate would 

be erected adjacent to the existing footpath to access the proposed beer garden.  Patrons would walk 

40m west of the pub, off the highway, in order to reach the pedestrian crossing.    

5.13 Pedestrians wishing to access the village green would need to follow the same route, and as such it is 

considered to be an established access. 

Amenity of Neighbours 

5.14 There are a small number of dwellings near to the application site.  The change of use to a beer 

garden would generate some noise, however there would be no music (amplified or loud).  The 

restricted months and hours of operation would ensure that all noise would have ceased by sunset.  

In the summer months, this is likely to be around 10pm.  Given that the public house is already an 

existing facility, there will be an expected level of noise associated with that use, until 11pm. 

5.15 It is not considered that the noise levels would be inconsistent with the existing use of the pub, and it 

would be controlled through conditions restricting the opening months and hours of operation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 This planning application proposes the change of use of an area of agricultural land into a beer garden 

to support the Queen’s Head Inn in Broad Chalke.  The proposal includes boundary fencing and the 

erection of a gate. 

6.2 The site forms part of a wider parcel of agricultural land, of which the adjacent section has been 

designed and is used as a village green.  The principle of this area as a focal point for the community 

has been agreed by the local residents and set out in the emerging Neighbourhood Plan. 

6.3 The principle of enhancing and supporting local community facilities is enshrined in both national and 

local planning policy. 

6.4 The proposed beer garden would be extremely ‘light touch’ on the landscape, with 16 rustic tables 

and stools, with no outdoor clutter or paraphernalia.  There would be no lighting, music, or 

food/drink served from the garden. 

6.5 The principle of a beer garden being physically detached from the pub itself has been well established 

in the Salisbury area, with the Bridge Inn in the Woodford Valley, and The Swan at Stoford being 

relevant examples. 

6.6 The principle of the employment use is acceptable as it has already been established at this site, and 

accords with both national and local planning policy.   

6.7 The recent pandemic has led to businesses suffering around the country.  When lockdown lifts in 

summer 2021, people will want to socialise outdoors safely and meet friends.  This application seeks 

to ensure that the residents of Broad Chalke and other patrons can benefit from a beautiful outdoor 

seating area to enjoy long awaited social gatherings. 

6.8 Overall, this proposal intends to bring forward a sustainable development that will make the most 

beneficial use of this site and enhance the existing village green area and meeting place. 

6.9 Accordingly, Officers are respectfully requested to recommend approval of this planning application.   
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APPENDIX 1:  

LETTER FROM MR AND MRS BUTLER 

(PROPRIETORS OF THE QUEEN’S HEAD INN) 
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QHBC Ltd 
Queens Head 

1 North Street 
Broadchalke 

Salisbury 
SP5 5ED 

 
This this is written by the owners of The Queens Head Broadchalke, Ronnie & 
Candy Butler  
 
History and background 
 
We first moved to Broadchalke in 1992 where we have lived ever since and brought up our 
now adult daughter, who was born and brought up in the village.  She benefited from an 
education at the village C of E school, of which my wife was a governer for a period. I have 
followed a full time business career in publishing throughout until 2019 at which point I 
dropped back to Chairman and stopped long haul commuting. I have been a committee 
member  for 20 years and chairman since 2015 of a local pressure group, The Chalke Valley 
Preservation Society, and we have engaged in many village activities over the years including  
sitting on the Flower Show committee and being heavily involved in designing and publishing 
the well respected hardback book on the history of Broadchalke. 
 
As part of stepping back from business my wife and I had determined that we wanted to give 
back something meaningful to the community, and had long been in despair of the torrid past 
of the Queens Head, both in terms of its financial viability under Hall & Woodhouse (H&W) 
and the quality of the offering. It had been a 20 year basket case with a series of hopelessly 
underfunded tenants under H&W and was by May 2019 heading into yet another crisis, with 
yet another failing landlord which threatened its future once again. We stepped forward and 
sought to establish some form of village consortium basis to purchase the freehold and run it 
“for the benefit of the village” rather than for a brewery and a tenant. This drew some initial 
interest , but in the end no one came forward with money to help fund it, so we decided to 
take a unilateral decision and do a deal with H&W to purchase the freehold, which we 
completed on in  Dec  2019. 
 
Recent past 
 
At that point the pub was a wreck, turnover was about £10k PM, and the infrastructure, 
health & safty aspects and  food hygene standards were abominable, and therefore turning it 
around was clearly going to be a challenge. By the time of the March 2020 lockdown we had 
turned things around considerably and it was a growing and thriving business employing 6 
people. During the first lockdown, and buoyed up by the success we had managed thus far, 
we took the plunge and invested £100k in a major  upgrade of the kitchen, the restaurant, the 
accommodation block and the small courtyard garden. This paid high dividends, and during 
the summer of 2020 we saw 300% growth on the previous sad financial mess that we had 
inherited. We had created up to 10 jobs, were getting rave reviews from both the local 
community and travelling guests, and although not profitable yet it had demonstrated that we 
had a formula that was capable of making this project a success.  
 
Commercial Realities and ethos 
 
Since then we have been plunged into COVID related crisis after crisis, and have had plenty 
of time to reflect on where we had come from, where we were on the road to bringing our 
vision to reality, where we needed to go next and how best to achieve that. Despite losing 
£50+k over the first 12 months, we are more determined that ever to build on the platform 
that we have created and make this pub a central element of village life, a place for all walks 
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of life to meet, drink, eat, stay and socialise. We are not looking to create a one dimensional 
business that is based mainly on food, we want to create a table with many legs that can not 
only survive but thrive,  and serve the community. We are not looking to create a business 
that is primarily profit driven, but one that recognises that commercial realities dictate that a 
non profitable entity in this sector is on a route to failure, so making all elements of the 
business soundly managed, well resourced and capable of financially supporting each other is 
the key to success. 
 
Future 
 
We can and we will build a viable business around this pub, but having a decent beer garden 
at the centre of the village for 6 months of the year from Easter onwards (in future years) 
would be a huge help. The elements of the business currently are the Bar, the Resturant with 
enclosed courtyard garden and the Accomodation unit. Adding an informal more family 
friendly beer garden would add another dimension for the summer, and would also help 
greatly in creating, building and maintaining the buffer of capital reserve that a business such 
as this needs to provide itself with in these uncertain times ahead, due not least to the ongoing 
longer term effects of COVID. Many people for some time to come will feel more 
comfortable in an outside environment than an enclosed one and we feel that this aspect, not 
least from a public safty point of view, is an important one for the future life in all pubs where 
it can be accomodated 
 
Community engagement 
 
We have put this proposition to the local landowner who we would lease ground from, and 
who has been enourmously helpful and supportive, and to a range of local people who have 
been very active in community aspects of the village, all of whom have  made encouraging 
noises. We believe that we will be able to carry the support of the Parish Council, but are 
respectfull that there will be some concerns raised, and realistic that there will probably be 
some objections from the community in due course. However, we hope that you will see from 
the application that has been made and this letter that we are addressing the details, and that 
you can support this application and help us to establish a long term sustainable,  job creating 
community asset at the centre of village life 
 
You should support this application because; 
 

1. It is an important part of securing the viability of a village pub. 
2. It will create long term full time and part time rural jobs. 
3. It will help create a social centre of the rural village community. 
4. We believe it will have the support of the PC 
5. We believe it will have broad support from the community. 

 
 
 


